
ASSESSMENT FORM MASTER THESIS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Information on the Master's thesis of the Master's programme Relations in Your thesis will be graded by two evaluators,
who will fill out the evaluation form.

Please also specifically evaluate the thesis for evidence of plagiarism. The table of contents page must
correspondingly give a clear indication of the structure of the thesis. Deadlines Thesis proposals need to be
approved by January 29,  You can prepare for this by reading the following documents and explanations prior
to starting your thesis. Students are free in the selection of the topic for the thesis, but must do so in
consultation with potential thesis supervisors. The third evaluator evaluates the grades of the first and second
evaluator by examining their provisional grades and argumentation. Therefore, when you start writing your
thesis you will have to hand in the Plagiarism rules awareness statement pdf. An IDP student thesis generally
corresponds to an academic journal article. The methodological analyses have a high quality, they are
independent and well justified. In other words, the thesis must present a coherently organized argument. Last
updated:  Argument: The student must present a thesis and its reasoned defense. It must be written in English
and the literary presentation must be satisfactory. Please let us know. The results are clearly consistent with
the goals set for the study. With this, you declare to know about and abide by the norms and rules on fraud and
plagiarism of Utrecht University. The research data matches the study purposes. Packed with the knowledge
and skills you have acquired and expanded during your MA it is now time to show whether you indeed may
call yourself a Master in International Relations. In general, the thesis should be no shorter than 40 pages ca.
Once the first supervisor accepts the thesis proposal, it is submitted to the second supervisor. The use of
sources is selective, plentiful and critical. The MA thesis needs to comply with high standards of academic
research and writing. Frits Meijerink. If the third evaluator agrees with the other two evaluators on the
proposed grade if all evaluators agree , no further argumentation is needed. Once the first supervisor considers
the thesis to meet all basic requirements, it is submitted also to the second supervisor for evaluation. The final
version of the thesis is submitted to the first supervisor. The first supervisor discusses the requested
improvements with the student. It is necessary for students to leave the School with an awareness of their
achievements and a clear perspective on areas where their cognitive abilities were enhanced. The lecturer
coordinating your TKTG is also your supervisor. It is necessary to clearly provide evidence of the range of
literature, select the texts most relevant to the thesis topic, find sources independently, and follow up
references. There can be some uncertainty in some central part of the thesis. Feedback Do you have a question
or remark about this page? Objectives Independently gaining and assessing empirical and theoretical
knowledge on a specific topic at an expert plus level To present research results in a clear and well-structured
way in writing and at an expert plus level Independently conducting self-initiated research at an expert plus
level and on the basis of a a Self-developed relevant and well-marked research question b To be answered
through an autonomous exploration of relevant sources, including an extensive amount of primary sources, in
combination with a legitimate method of research Supervision You will be supervised on an individual basis
by one of the lecturers of the Research Tutorial within the framework of a Research Thesis Kitchen Tutorial
Group. In some cases a third evaluator will be asked to assess your paper. The Thesis Kitchen Tutorial Group
intends to guide you through the thesis writing process without any delays. The thesis shows an independent
grasp and it follows good scientific practices. The whole is rather weak and unfinished. Objectives
Independently gaining and assessing empirical and theoretical knowledge on a specific topic at an expert level
To present research results in a clear and well-structured way in writing and at an expert level Independently
conducting self-initiated research at an expert level and on the basis of a a Self-developed relevant and
well-marked research question b To be answered through an autonomous exploration of relevant sources in
combination with a legitimate method of research Supervision Thesis supervision takes place within the
framework of so-called Thesis Kitchen Tutorial Groups. Presentation: The thesis must demonstrate
competence in mechanics of essay writing and expression. The use of research methods is formalistic and
unstructured.


